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RIM-66/-67/-156 Standard SM-1/-2 and Standard
SM-3
Type

Short- and medium-range, ship-based, solid-propellant, theatre defence missiles.

Development

The RIM-66 Standard missile was developed in the 1960s as a replacement for the RIM-24A Tartar
surface-to-air missile for the US Navy. The incremental improvement of this system has continued for
over 30 years, with Standard missile versions from RIM-66A to -66M. RIM-66 Standard versions are
known as SM-1MR and SM-2MR (medium range); the principal differences between the earlier
SM-1MR (RIM-66A/B/E) and SM-2MR (RIM-66C/D/G/H/J/K/L/M) missiles were that the SM-2
incorporated an inertial guidance system and updated the conical scan semi-active radar terminal
guidance to a monopulse semi-active radar. A surface-to-surface anti-radar homing version of SM-1MR
(RGM-66D) was developed in the early 1970s and the air-launched variant of this, the AGM-78
Standard, is believed to still be in service with the US Navy. SM-1 missiles are single-stage and present
build standards are block 6, 6A and 6B. SM-2 single-stage missiles are known as Tartar or Aegis
categories, with present build standards block 2, 3, 3A and 3B.
    RIM-67 Standard was developed in the 1970s. The first version, RIM-67A, was to have been an
active radar homing ship-to-ship missile, but this was cancelled in 1975 in favour of the Harpoon
system. RIM-67B was a replacement for the longer-range RIM-2 Terrier surface-to-air missile and was
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known as Standard SM-1ER (extended range). The original SM-1ER missiles have all been modified or
replaced in service by the later SM-2ER (RIM-67B/C/D) versions incorporating the inertial guidance
and monopulse radar of the SM-2MR. The SM-2ER missile has an additional tandem boost motor to
give a longer range and faster fly-out capability. This missile was planned to have an optional small
nuclear warhead, as Terrier, but this was cancelled in 1986. SM-2 two-stage missiles are known as
Terrier block 2 and 3. Block 3A upgrades introduced an improved warhead, and block 3B introduced a
dual-mode IIR seeker to augment the semi-active radar seeker. Engineering and manufacturing
development of block 3B was completed in 1997, and low-rate initial production deliveries were
completed by October 1998.
    Standard SM-2MR and SM-2ER missiles have been adapted for use with the Aegis fire-control
system providing an area air defence capability for ships against high- and low-level aircraft and missile
targets. The AN/SPY-1 multifunction, phased-array radars provide target and missile track functions
and pass target designation data to the missile engagement radars. A dual-mode IIR and semi-active
radar seeker has been developed under a joint AIM/RIM-7R Sparrow/RIM-67 Standard programme and
this forms part of the block 3B upgrade package to SM-2ER missiles. The latest development of the
Standard missile, RIM-156A, called SM-2ER block 4 (Aegis ER), incorporates a vertical launch
capability, as well as improved guidance and control systems to give this latest version an improved
anti-missile capability against both steep diving and sea-skimming missile threats.
    The dual-mode IIR and semi-active radar seeker developed for Standard block 3B upgrades, together
with warhead and fuze upgrades, were being developed to give the later Standard SM-2ER block 4A
(RIM-156B) missiles a capability against short-range ballistic missiles. The RIM-156B was referred to
as the Navy Area Defence (NAD) or Navy Area Theatre Ballistic Missile Defence (NATBMD) system,
or as ballistic missile lower tier defence. This programme was halted in December 2001. The US Navy
planned to modify their Aegis-equipped cruisers to include the Linebacker and Cooperative
Engagement Capability (CEC) when fitting RIM-156B missiles, but it is not clear what will happen
now. The SM-2ER block 4A (NAD) started engineering and manufacturing development in 1997, and
this was planned to complete in 2003. In early 2002 there were proposals to fit an active radar seeker
and side thrust motors to RIM-156B missiles, or to fit PAC-3 missiles onto ships instead.
    Standard SM-3, also known as Sea-based Mid-course Defense (SMD) segment, will fit the
Lightweight ExoAtmospheric Projectile (LEAP), to the vertically launched SM-2ER block 4 (Aegis ER)
missile, for sea-based theatre-wide ballistic missile defence aboard ships. This version will have three
motor stages, having a third-stage rocket motor added. The fourth-stage LEAP is now known as the
kinetic warhead, and contains a LWIR seeker as well as a divert and attitude control system. SM-3 was
also referred to as the Navy Theatre Wide (NTW) missile system, or as a ballistic missile upper tier
defence. SM-3 is expected to be developed in two or three versions, with the initial block 1 missiles
having a single-colour IIR seeker and a solid-propellant divert and attitude control system. This missile
is expected to have a warhead fitted, probably using tungsten rods.
     The block 2 version is expected to have a two-colour IIR seeker with new algorithms to discriminate
between warheads, decoys and debris. In addition the block 2 missile may have larger motors to
increase the fly-out speed. In 1999, discussions started with Japan regarding a joint USA/Japanese
research and development programme for SM-3 block 2. Japan will join in the research and
development of the nose cone, warhead, dual-colour IIR seeker and second-stage motor. The first SM-3
flight round was delivered in August 1999 and test launched from the USS Lake Erie in September
1999.
    The AN/SPY-1 radar and Aegis fire-control system were having upgrades to adapt them for ballistic
missile threats and compatibility with the Standard block 4A missiles, including radar search at higher
elevation angles and longer ranges. In addition, AN/SPY-1 radars will be capable of being cued by DSP
early warning satellites. Further improvements are being researched, including the use of wideband
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waveforms and upgraded radar processing, for use with the SM-3 programme. The US Navy is
considering the development of a separate X-band High Power Discriminating (HPD) radar, using
THAAD GBR components to improve the existing Aegis system performance against longer-range
ballistic missile targets.
    In 1994 plans were announced for a trial to modify Standard missiles for use against land targets in
the surface-to-surface role. This missile variant has been called `Strike Standard' and then SM-4 Land
Attack Standard Missile (LASM). The LASM design proposal uses modified SM-2MR block 2 and
block 3 missiles, exchanging the semi-active radar seeker for a GPS guidance unit, offering an accuracy
of 13 m CEP over a range of 95 km. The Mk 125 HE warhead would be modified as well. The US Navy
selected this option in 1999, and flight tests were planned for 2002 to 2004.
     An SM-5 proposal was made in 1999, to defend against low flying cruise missiles at long range over
land. This was to use a dual-mode active/semi-active radar seeker in the missile, with over-the-horizon
target data being provided by CEC or from an E-2C Hawkeye aircraft.
    In 1998 it was reported that Iran had modified some Standard SM-1 missiles for carriage by F-4
Phantom aircraft and had also modified some MIM-23 HAWK launchers to fire SM-1 missiles for SAM
or surface-to-surface use.
    Standard RIM-66 and RIM-67 missiles have been fitted to the following US Navy ship classes;
`Ticonderoga', `California', `Virginia' and `Bainbridge' cruisers; `Arleigh Burke', 'Oliver Hazard Parry'
and `Kidd' destroyers. The `Ticonderoga' cruisers and `Arleigh Burke' destroyers have Aegis weapon
systems, AN/SPY-1 radars and Mk 41 vertical launch systems.

Description

The RIM-66 Standard SM-1MR and SM-2MR missiles have four narrow rectangular wings and four
moving clipped and raked delta fins at the rear. The SM-1MR missiles are 4.48 m long, have a body
diameter of 0.34 m and a launch weight of 617 kg. These missiles have a Mk 27 or Mk 56 dual-thrust
boost/sustainer motor with a length of 2.75 m and a diameter of 0.34 m. A NSWC Dahlgren Mk 51
continuous rod or Mk 115 HE fragmentation warhead is fitted. Mid-course guidance is command, with a
semi-active radar terminal phase. The SM-1MR has a maximum range of 40 km against aircraft targets
at medium altitude. The SM-2MR has a length of 4.72 m, a body diameter of 0.34 m, a fin span of 0.92
m and a launch weight of 708 kg. These missiles have either the ARC Mk 56 or Mk 104 motors and
either the NSWC Dahlgren Mk 115 or Mk 125 HE fragmentation warheads with the Motorola Mk 45
fuze. Guidance in mid-course is inertial, with monopulse semi-active radar terminal guidance. On the
Aegis ships there is also a command link between the missiles and the ship. The SM-2MR has a
maximum range of 70 km against aircraft targets at medium altitude, but the block 3A version has an
increased range of 80 km. The maximum intercept altitude is 20 km, and the missile has a maximum
velocity of just over M3.0.
    RIM-67 Standard SM-2ER missiles have four narrow rectangular wings and four moving clipped and
raked delta fins at the rear. In addition, there is a tandem boost motor with four clipped-tip triangular
fins. The overall length of missile and booster at launch is 7.98 m, with launch weight increased to
1,509 kg. The warhead is a NSWC Dahlgren Mk 125 HE fragmentation, with a weight of 115 kg. This
version has either a Mk 12 or Mk 70 booster motor, which is jettisoned after use. The Mk 12 motor has
a length 3.49 m, a diameter of 0.46 m, contains 550 kg of solid propellant and has a total weight of 733
kg. The Mk 70 motor has a length of 3.93 m, a diameter of 0.46 m, contains 682 kg of HTPB solid
propellant and has a total weight of 973 kg. These missiles use a Mk 30 or Mk 104 dual-thrust sustainer
motor. The Mk 104 motor has a length of 2.88 m, a diameter of 0.34 m, contains 360 kg of TP-H1205/6
solid propellant and has a total weight of 488 kg. The additional booster motor increases the range
against high-level aircraft targets out to 120 km. The block 3B version has a dual-mode imaging IR and
semi-active radar terminal seeker, with the IIR seeker fitted to the top of the missile just behind the
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radome section. The IIR seeker is used in particular against sea-skimming cruise missile targets.
    The RIM-156A Standard SM-2ER block 4 (Aegis ER) version has a Mk 72 boost motor to provide a
vertical launch capability with thrust vector control, and is launched from the Mk 41 eight-missile VLS.
The Mk 72 boost motor has a length of 1.70 m, a diameter of 0.53 m, contains 468 kg of HTPB-AP
solid propellant and has a total weight of 712 kg. This motor has four moveable nozzles. The boost
motor burns for 6 seconds and is then jettisoned. The overall length of the SM-2ER block 4 missile with
boost motor assembly is reduced to 6.5 m, but with a launch weight of 1,398 kg, an estimated maximum
range of 150 km and a maximum intercept altitude of 30 km. This version has the NSWC Dahlgren, 115
kg, Mk 125, HE fragmentation warhead, with a Motorola Mk 45 target detection device (fuse), and uses
the ARC Mk 104 dual-thrust sustainer motor. The missile has an S-band command/datalink with the
AN/SPY-1 radar and the terminal guidance can switch between semi-active radar homing and passive
radar homing.
    The RIM-156B or Standard SM-2 block 4A missile was being developed and had larger warhead
fragments, revised forward and side-looking fuse timing and the addition of the imaging IR/semi-active
radar dual-mode seeker used with the block 3B missiles. The SM-2 block 4A missile had a length of
6.55 m, the first-stage assembly was 1.72 m long and had a diameter of 0.53 m, while the second stage
had a length of 4.85 m and a diameter of 0.348 m. The fin span was 1.08 m. The missile had a Mk 72
boost motor with four moving nozzles providing thrust vector control, and used the Mk 104 dual-thrust
sustainer motor. The semi-active radar seeker was augmented with an active radar capability, which was
used to provide a forward looking fuze to initiate the warhead against fast moving ballistic missile
targets. The Mk 133 warhead was a modified version of the Mk 125, with larger fragments and a
directional focused aiming system controlled by the forward looking fuze. SM-2 block 4A had a weight
of 1,500 kg, and was believed to have a maximum range of 200 km. The side-mounted imaging IR
seeker has been developed to improve Standard SM-2 block 3B and 4A performance against low-flying
cruise missiles with ECM, and for use on block 4A missiles against tactical ballistic missile targets. This
seeker is mounted behind the radome and is protected by a cover during missile launch and low-altitude
flight. The IIR seeker is cooled by argon gas, which is pressurised in two storage containers by two
solid propellant gas generators. The command/datalink with the AN/SPY-1 radar operates in both the
mid-course and terminal phases of flight. Other changes in this version included improved guidance and
control algorithms, improved inertial measurement unit, digital autopilot and improved power
generation. A further development, block 4B, was reported in 1996, but no details have been released.
The missile modifications were being made together with changes to the Aegis combat system, the
AN/SPY-1 and the missile engagement radars, to enable the radars to acquire and track high-altitude
fast-moving ballistic missile targets. It has been reported that AN/SPY-1 radars have tracked ballistic
missiles at ranges in excess of 500 km. Software upgrades to the Aegis Mk 99 combat system will be to
the baseline 6 phase 3 standard, and the radars will have improved capability against closely spaced
targets, narrow band endoatmospheric discrimination, and a linear search track processor.
    Work on a Lightweight ExoAtmospheric Projectile (LEAP) started in 1985 as part of the former
SDIO (now MDA) space-based interceptors programme, but was transferred to the Ground-Based
Interceptor (GBI and now GMD) and also to the Standard SM-3 programme in 1992. The BMDO (now
MDA) and US Navy amalgamated proposals from two competing LEAP designs using the RIM-156A
Standard SM-2ER block 4 missile as the baseline. The missile uses the Mk 72 boost motor assembly as
the first stage, and the Mk 104 sustainer motor as the second stage. SM-3 has an additional third stage
using a EX-136 solid propellant motor, with thrust vector control and a separate guidance system. A
fourth-stage EX-142 LEAP Kinetic Warhead (KW) carries a solid propellant divert and attitude control
system and a LWIR seeker. The IR seeker is protected by a nosecone as the missile flies up through the
atmosphere, and the nosecone is then ejected at around 90 km altitude, before the intercept starts. The
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KW seeker uses a focal plane array of 256 × 256 cadmium mercury telluride detectors operating in the
long-wave band, with a range in excess of 300 km. The fourth-stage KW has a weight of around 23 kg,
and relies on its kinetic energy at impact with a closing velocity in excess of 4 km/s, together with a
cluster of small tungsten rods that are ejected just before impact with the target. The SM-3 missile is
expected to have a total weight of 1,505 kg. LEAP designs have been tested on the ground from 1989
and in space from 1992. Since 1996 these studies have also included AIT and EKV kill vehicle options,
as well as an adapted THAAD kill vehicle. The proposed Standard SM-3 block 1 missile would have a
maximum fly-out velocity of 3.0 to 3.5 km/s, a range of about 1,200 km, and would be able to intercept
ballistic missiles at between 70 and 500 km altitude. An improved version of SM-3 is being considered,
to be known as block 2, with a higher fly-out velocity of 4.0 to 4.5 km/s, improved lethality, a
solid-propellant divert and attitude control system and a two-colour IIR seeker to improve
discrimination between warheads, debris and decoys. The SM-3 missile may use an upgraded
AN-SPY-1 radar, or have a separate high-power discrimination radar based on the Raytheon
THAAD-GBR design.
    A variety of launcher-handling systems are used with the RIM-66/-67/-156 missile system. The older
American ships use the Mk 10 Guided Missile Launch System (GMLS), in which the missiles are stored
below decks horizontally in magazine drums each containing 20 missiles. The selected missiles are
lifted to the handling area by a hoist, which fits the round to an overhead rail, and then moved forward
horizontally through blast doors to the launcher system. Most RIM-66 Standard SM-1 missiles are
launched from single missile Mk 13 launchers, while all Standard SM-2 missiles are launched from twin
launchers, the Mk 22 or Mk 26 (or later from VLS). The latest launching system is the Mk 41 Vertical
Launch System (VLS). The VLS is based on a modular design, the basic unit being a launcher module
containing eight missile cells. Standard SM-1/-2 block 2 and block 3 missiles are launched from the
tactical module, which is 6.75 m long and weighs 13,595 kg empty. SM-2 block 4 and SM-3 missiles
can be launched from the strike module, which is 7.7 m long and weighs 14,545 kg empty. Each of the
eight cells in a module is designed to house a missile canister and the system design allows any missile
adapted for vertical launch to be fired from any cell. Canisters Mk 13, 15, 22 and 25 are used with SM-2
block 2 and block 3 missiles; these canisters are 5.76 m long with a width of 0.63 m. The canisters with
a missile loaded weigh 1,950 kg. Canisters Mk 14 and 21 are used for SM-2 block 4 missiles, have a
length of 6.65 m and weigh 2,988 kg with a missile. The missile canister is of corrugated steel
construction, serves as the shipping container and also provides the launcher rail for the missile as well
as exhaust gas management at launch.
    The surveillance radars used with the Standard missile system in US Navy use have been upgraded
over the years, but the AN/SPS-40, AN/SPS-48 and AN/SPS-49 are used on the older ships, with the
AN/SPY-1 used on the Aegis 'Ticonderoga' and 'Arleigh Burke' class ships.
    The AN/SPY-1 multifunction S-band phased-array pulse Doppler radar together with the command
and decision system Mk 2, Aegis display system Mk 2, weapons control system Mk 8 and fire-control
system Mk 99 form the US Navy's AEGIS fleet air defence system. The original radar was designated
AN/SPY-1A, but this was improved to AN/SPY-1B, and the latest version is AN/SPY-1D. AN/SPY-1
operates at 2 to 4 GHz (S-band) and in earlier installations the antenna arrays are located with two
forward and two aft. Each array measures 3.65 × 3.65 m and contains 4,100 discrete elements controlled
by AN/UKY-7 digital computers to produce and steer multiple beams. AN/SPY-1 tracks both the targets
and the Standard missiles. For the more recent `Arleigh Burke' class destroyers with the AN/SPY-1D,
the four antenna arrays are mounted on a single deckhouse, one array per side. In 1995 approval was
given for a further improvement to the AN/SPY-ID radar, to enhance performance against low-flying
missiles when ships are close to land. This upgrade is known as the Littoral Radar or AN/SPY-ID(V).
    The engagement radars used by the Standard missile system are the AN/SPQ-9, AN/SPG-51, the
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AN/SPG-55, AN/SPG-60 and the AN/SPG-62. The AN/SPQ-9 radars are used on the 'California',
Virginia' and 'Ticonderoga' class cruisers. The AN/SPG-51 and AN/SPG-60 are used with the
'California' class, AN/SPG-51 with the 'Virginia' class, AN/SPG-55 with the 'Bainbridge' class,
AN/SPG-51 with the 'Kidd' class, AN/SPG-60 with the 'Oliver Hazard Parry' class and the AN/SPG-62
with the 'Ticonderoga' and 'Arleigh Burke' class ships.

Operational status

The RIM-66 Standard SM-1MR entered service with the US Navy in 1968 and the SM-2MR entered
service in 1978. Both versions have been modified and improved ever since and are still in service. In
production in 1998 were SM-1 block 6, 6A and 6B missiles. SM-2 Aegis MR/Tartar missiles block 2, 3,
and 3A are also in production. The RIM-67 Standard SM-2ER entered service in 1982 and the latest
version, RIM-156A SM-2ER block 4, is in initial production. The first production qualification test was
made at White Sands Missile Range in June 1999, and the first at sea firings were made in December
1999. A further order for 43 missiles was placed in April 1999. However, the block 4 missiles will only
be fitted to new build ships of `flight 2' `Arleigh Burke' class destroyers (DDG51 class), with existing
`Arleigh Burke' destroyers and `Ticonderoga' cruisers being retrofitted later to accept the block 4
missiles. Block 3B missiles, with the dual-mode seeker, are in initial production and eight missiles were
tested in February 1999. An order for 71 new missiles and conversion kits for a further 63 block 3
missiles was placed in April 1999. In 2000, orders were placed for 75 upgrade kits to modify block 2
and 3 missiles to the block 3B standard, and for 89 block 3 and 3A missiles for overseas customers.
    In April 2001 orders were placed for 75 block 3B missiles, 80 upgrade kits to modify block 2/3
missiles to block 3B, and for 48 block 3/3A missiles for export. The original Standard missile design
was led by General Dynamics (Hughes Missile Systems and now Raytheon), but Raytheon were
awarded a second source contract for SM-2MR/ER missiles in 1986 and have prime contractorship of
the development of the SM-2ER block 4 improvements programme. In 1995 Hughes and Raytheon
announced that they would form a joint company for future Standard missile development and
production, to be known as the Standard Missile Company, and in 1997 the two companies missile
divisions were merged.
    US Navy planned to acquire a theatre ballistic missile defence capability by 2003, known as Navy
Area Defence (NAD), which would have been achieved by the RIM-156B Standard SM-2ER block 4A
missiles, with a planned total purchase of 1,500 block 4 and block 4A missiles. A research standard
block 4A missile successfully intercepted an MGM-52 Lance ballistic missile target at White Sands
Missile Range in 1997, and two further successful intercepts were made. LRIP for 22 missiles was
authorised in December 2000, but the programme was halted in December 2001.
    Standard SM-3 missiles were proposed for the US Navy Theatre Wide (now known as SMD) system,
with a planned purchase of 500 missiles and an in-service date of 2010, although fast-track procurement
plans have also been proposed for an earlier in-service date. Flight tests using a RIM-2 Terrier missile,
to demonstrate a Standard SM-3 (NTW) capability, started in 1992.
    A series of test flights are in progress, with an initial nine tests including five intercept attempts due
to be completed in 2004. These will be followed by six further test flights, with engineering and
manufacturing development planned to start in 2004. A final 20 flights are planned during EMD. The
early SM-3 tests were made with SM-2ER block 3A missiles. The first ship launch for SM-3 was made
in September 1999, with CTV-1A launched to an altitude of 56 km to test the capability of the first- and
second-stage motors and the missile control system at high altitude. The next flight test, FTR-1, was
made in July 2000 and used the third-stage motor, but this was a failure and a second test using FTR-1A
was made in January 2001. The fourth test, FTR-2 (or FM-2), was made in January 2002, and used a
KW with a solid propellant DACS. A successful intercept was made with an Aries ballistic missile
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target. An initial operating capability is expected to be achieved by around 2008, with up to four ships
equipped with a total of 80 missiles. A Co-operative Engagement Capability (CEC) is being developed
to link ballistic missile tracking from Aegis, Patriot and HAWK radars together with a data fusion
system to allow an integrated ship/land tactical ABM system to be developed.
    Three tests were made in 1997 and 1998 for the Land Attack Standard Missile (LASM) using the
existing Mk 125 warhead. The US Navy plans to modify up to 800 SM-2 block 2 and 3 missiles to this
standard with an in-service date of 2004.
    It is expected that a total of about 25,000 Standard missiles will be built, with the production lines
remaining open until 2006 or later. Exports of SM-1 Standard missiles have been reported to Australia,
Canada, France, Germany, Greece, Iran, Italy, Japan, South Korea, Netherlands, Pakistan, Poland,
Spain, Taiwan and United Arab Emirates. Exports of SM-2 missiles have been made to Canada, Japan
and Taiwan. The Mk 41 VLS is to be built under licence in Japan, by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries. In
2000, a joint three year feasibility study was started by Germany and Netherlands to examine fitting
SM-2 block 4A missiles into their F124 and LCF air defence frigates. Germany, Netherlands and Spain
are also reported to be examining the possibility of joint production and maintenance of SM-2 block 3
and 4 missiles in Europe.

Specifications

  RIM-66 SM-1MR SM-2MR RIM-67 SM-2ER SM-2ER block 4

Length 4.48 m 4.72 m 7.98 m
6.5 m (4) and 6.55 m
(4A)

Body
diameter 0.34 m 0.34 m

0.34 m (booster 0.46
m)

0.34 m (booster 0.53
m)

Launch
weight 617 kg 708 kg 1,509 kg

1,398 kg (4) and
1,500 kg (4A)

Warhead HE fragmentation
115 kg

HE fragmentation
115 kg

HE fragmentation 115
kg

HE fragmentation
115 kg

Guidance Command and
semi-active radar

command, inertial
and semi-active
radar

command, inertial and
semi-active radar

command, inertial
and semi-active radar
(4) and plus IIR (4A)

Propulsion solid propellant solid propellant solid propellant solid propellant

Range 40 km 80 km 120 km
150 km (4) and 200
km (4A)

Associated radars
Acquisition radars: AN/SPY-1 Aegis
Frequency: 2-4 GHz (S band)
Peak power: n/k
Range: n/k

Engagement radars: AN/SPG-51/55
Frequency: 4-6 GHz (C-band) and 8-10 GHz (X-band)
Peak power: n/k
Range: 50 km

AN/SPG-60/62
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Frequency: 8-10 GHz (X-band)
Peak power: 5.5 kW
Range: 110 km

AN/SPQ-9
Frequency: 8-12 GHz (X-bands)
Peak power: n/k
Range: 35 km

Contractor

Raytheon Missile Systems, Tucson, Arizona (prime contractor).

UPDATED

A RIM-66 Standard SM-2MR Mk 26 twin launcher (General Dynamics)

A RIM-67 Standard SM-2ER missile at launch from a deck-mounted launcher
(1998)

Two AN/SPG-55 Standard missile engagement radar antennas, with a 3-D
surveillance AN/SPS-48 above

The two forward facing AN/SPY-1 radar antennas on the bridge of an `Arleigh Burke'
class destroyer. Centre are a Mk 45 gun, a Mk 15 CIWS Phalanx gun and above the
bridge a Mk 82 (AN/SPG-62) Standard missile system engagement radar (Barbara
Parker)
(1999)

A demonstration model of the kinetic warhead for the SM-3 missile (Duncan
Lennox)
(2000)

Line diagrams of the Standard SM-2MR (top), SM-2ER (centre) and SM-2ER
block 4 (bottom)
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Mk 104 boost/sustain motor used with SM-2ER and SM-2 block 4 missiles (Duncan Lennox)
(2002)

A solid propellant DACS used with SM-3 (Duncan Lennox)
(2002)

Mk 41 VLS hatches on an Arleigh Burke class destroyer, which has 29 cells
forward and 61 cells aft (Barbara Parker)
(1999)

The additional imaging IR sensor fitted to the top of the SM-2ER block 3B and
4A missiles (Raytheon)
(1998)

The IIR sensor dome cover partially removed (Raytheon)
(1998)

The imaging infra-red sensor dome assembly, fitted to the SM-2ER Block 3B and 4A
missiles (Raytheon)
(1998)
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